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ucked away along the French Riviera’s coastline, Cap d’Antibes is the 
Med’s most glamorous peninsula. Since the 1920s, only international 
celebrities and the seriously loaded have been able to afford to holiday 
here. Billionaires – hello, Roman Abramovich – pop down whenever 
they want, swanning about at their luxurious chateaux, sunning 
themselves on their superyachts and trying to stay away from the 

paparazzi on the Beau Rivage beach.
Thankfully – finally  – a new slew of wallet-friendly openings and experiential 

tours have rendered Cap d’Antibes open to all. We asked five locals for their insider 
tips on how to make the most of this seaside paradise – without making 
your bank manager cry. 

The French connection
How can you enjoy Cap d’Antibes, the glitziest corner of France, 

for a snip of the price? By following tips from the locals, of course. 
Five insiders share their cost-savvy secrets with us

T
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F Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, Coco Chanel and Charlie 
Chaplin put Cap d’Antibes on the map when they frolicked 
at its luxurious villas in the 1920s and 30s. Today the ritzy 
promontory is scattered with some of the world’s most expensive 
residences, like Villa Eilenroc. Designed by the architect of 
Monte Carlo’s famous casino, it’s Cap’s only high-end home 
currently open to the public, and with a bargain £2 entry fee. 
Its rooms are decorated with mid 20th-century furnishings and 
it is surrounded by sea-facing rose gardens – a setting used by 
Woody Allen for the film Magic in the Moonlight. 

ISABELLE PASQUINI
MARKETING CHIEF AT VILLA EILENROC

For six years resident Isabelle Pasquini has shown off the 
glamour of Eilenroc. “All that glitters definitely attracts!” she 
says. “The Cap is infused with so much history and legend.” 
After wandering around Eilenroc, Isabelle encourages visitors 
to seek out the Cap’s many public beaches, such as Garoupe, as 
well as walking to nearby Antibes. Here – in keeping with the 
roaring twenties theme – you can take the (free!) painters’ trail 
along the coast where you can enjoy beautiful vistas and see the 
famous artists’ (Monet, Picasso, Peynet) interpretations of the 
view on accompanying plaques. antibes-juanlespins.com
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In spring 2015, Olivier Durin launched So Solex, a petite outfit 
based in Juan-les-Pins offering vintage Solex moped rental. 

“For me, the Solex rental business is not a job; it’s my 
passion,” says Olivier, who lovingly reconditions all the 
scooters by hand. “Solex is a real star of French heritage.” 
These colourful mopeds were hugely popular throughout 
the mid 20th century, a favourite with French celebs such as 
Brigitte Bardot and Jean-Paul Belmondo.

Olivier recommends a two-hour Solex tour of the Cap (£28 
per person) with him. “Cruising at 30km/h, we take the time 
to explore the area, to stroll, to live,” he says. “Like the Solex 
scooters themselves, these shimmering shores are a place apart 
from the rest of the French Riviera.” You can rent the bikes 
for just £24 for four hours if you want to go solo, although, 
there’s no minimum number of participants for the tour. “If 
customers turn up as a pair, we just hit the road with them. 
Which really allows us to share the experience!” so-solex.com

OLIVIER DURIN
OWNER OF SO SOLEX VINTAGE SCOOTER TOURS
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Cyrille Chaussade may have earned his whites in Michelin-
starred kitchens, working under Michel Roux at Le Gavroche, 
but, as of 2015, he’s taken the helm of La Villa du Cap 
Restaurant in the manicured grounds of Cap d’Antibes’ 
newest hotel, La Villa Fabulite, where a divine octopus 
sharing platter will set you back just £12.

“I’ve been based on the French Riviera – from St Tropez 
to Antibes – for 15 years. During that time, I’ve learned to 
truly understand the regional produce,” Cyrille says. “My job 
is to remind my diners of the intoxicating flavour of local seasonal 

CYRILLE CHAUSSADE
HEAD CHEF OF LA VILLA DU CAP RESTAURANT

vegetables, like the crisp taste of a pepper during summertime.”
So, what other tips does Cyrille have for budget foodies? 

“Keep an eye out for quality ingredients at a reasonable price,” 
says Cyrille. So, after dining at La Villa Fabulite of course, make 
a reservation at La Safranier (lesafranier.com). It might rather 
unappealingly overlook a car park, but dishes such as sweet and 
sour duck fillet are to die for and the three-course set menu costs 
just £12. Or you could bring your own five-star picnic (shop at 
the fabulous daily Provencal market at Cours Massena) to the 
Plages des Ondes beach. fabulite.com
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British-born Lucy Howard has been based on the French 
Riviera for the past decade. Her job ranges from overseeing 
media workshops to organising the area’s famous Jazz à Juan 
Festival (jazzajuan.com) each July. All of which gives her 
exclusive insight into how to enjoy the best of Cap d’Antibes – 
without leaving you penniless on your return home.

Lucy suggests accessing the Cap from Antibes’ centre via 
a cheap bus service (Envibus no.2; tickets £0.70). Then enjoy 
the peninsula’s natural beauty with a stroll along the Sentier 
de Tirepoil. “This coastal path, with its steps hewn into the 

LUCY HOWARD
PRESS ASSISTANT, ANTIBES!JUAN!LES!PINS OFFICE OF TOURISM

rock, allows visitors to discover wonderful sea views, relax at 
the little creeks and enjoy the scents of local plants.” says Lucy. 
“The path skirts around Roman Abramovich’s property, whose 
superyachts can often be sighted in Antibes’ Port Vauban.”

The Cap d’Antibes is also a big hit with marine enthusiasts. 
“The glass-bottomed Visiobulle boat (visiobulle.com; £9.80) 
enables visitors to discover the varied ocean bed,” says Lucy. 
Make sure you return in 2016 when the Cap’s Espace Mer et 
Littoral (Boulevard J. F. Kennedy, free) inaugurates a brand-
new nursery for injured sea turtles. antibesjuanlespins.com
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Stand-up paddleboarding may have been invented in Hawaii 
during the 1930s, but it’s enjoying a renaissance right now. 
A surf-kayak hybrid, paddleboarders kneel or stand atop 
a board, propelling themselves across the sea using a paddle. It’s 
an idyllic experience in a beautiful place like the French Riviera. 
And certainly that’s what Philippe Wiscart-Goetz thought. “I’ve 
been living in Antibes for 30 years,” he says. “It was only in 2008 
that I decided to create a paddleboarding school. We teach 
visitors how to balance with confidence on the sea’s surface.”

What makes paddleboarding around the Cap d’Antibes so 
unique? “The sea is clear and warm,” Philippe says. “We have 
great weather and superb vistas over the Southern Alps.” Not 
to mention views of some of the Cap’s most exclusive homes. 
And while some affluent visitors spend thousands a day on a 
yacht, Philippe shows there’s no need. “This strip of coastline 
offers water sports, incredible cuisine and beautiful beaches, 
all easily accessible by paddleboard.” Rental from £10/hour; 
90-minute lessons from £25/person. capkayak.fr

PHILIPPE WISCART-GOETZ
OWNER OF CAP KAYAK PADDLE CENTRE

Holiday in Nice with
et2.com and et2holidays
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